The superiority of silver nanoellipsoids synthesized via a new approach in suppressing the coffee-ring effect during drying and film formation processes.
Silver nanoellipsoids (Ag NEs) with about 40 nm diameter minor axis and 100 nm major axis were prepared by a typical polyol process in the presence of poly(vinyl pyrrolidone), using Cl(-) as etching agent at the early stage of synthesis and poly(ethylene glycol) at the later stage to control the size. A suspension of these kinds of Ag NEs can resist the coffee-ring effect and deposit uniform films after drying. By contrast, suspensions of spherical silver nanoparticles suffer the coffee-ring effect badly, always leaving a ring on the edge of patterns after evaporation is complete. The reasons behind these phenomena can be mainly attributed to the long-ranged interparticle attraction between Ag NEs that preserves them from being transported by Marangoni flows during the drying process. These Ag NEs will be very useful in the preparation of conductive inks. They can perform well in the solidification process of printed patterns, forming uniform and smooth films, greatly enhancing the printing efficiency.